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Abstract

Recently two general methods for explaining classification models and their
predictions have been introduced. Both methods are based on an idea that impor-
tance of a feature or a group of features in a specific model can be estimated by
simulating lack of knowledge about the values of the feature(s). For the majority
of models this requires an approximation by averaging over all possible feature
values. A probabilistic radial basis function network (PRBF) is one of the mod-
els where such approximation is not necessary and therefore offers a chance to
evaluate the quality of approximation by comparing it to the exact solution.

We present both explanation methods and demonstrate their behavior with
PRBF. The explanations make individual decisions of classifiers transparent and
allow inspection and visualization of otherwise opaque models.

We empirically compare the quality of explanations based on marginalization
of the Gaussian distribution (the exact method) and explanation with averaging
over all feature values (the approximation). The results show that the approxima-
tion method and the exact solution give very similar results, which increases the
confidence in the explanation methodology also for other classification models.

Keywords: classification explanation, model explanation, quality of explanation,
model comprehensibility, probabilistic RBF networks, model visualization

1 Introduction
Researchers in statistics, data mining, pattern recognition and machine learning are
mostly focused on prediction accuracy. As a result we have many excellent predic-
tion methods, which are approaching the theoretically achievable prediction accuracy.
Some of the most successful approaches are support vector machines (SVM), artificial
neural networks (ANN), and ensemble methods (e.g., boosting and random forests).
Regrettably none of these approaches offers an intrinsic introspection into its decision
process or an explanation of predictions.
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In many areas where machine learning and data mining models are applied, their
transparency is of crucial importance. For example, in medicine practitioners are just
as interested in the comprehension of the decision process, explanation of the model’s
behavior for given new cases, and importance of diagnostic features, as in the clas-
sification accuracy of the model. The same is true for other areas where knowledge
discovery dominates prediction accuracy.

The probabilistic radial basis function network (PRBF) classifier [34, 35] is an ef-
fective black box classifier [34, 5]. PRBF is a special case of the RBF network [3] that
computes at each output unit the density function of a class. It adopts a cluster inter-
pretation of the basis functions, where each cluster can generate observations of any
class. This is a generalization of a Gaussian mixture model [22, 3], where each cluster
generates observations of only one class. In [5] an incremental learning method based
on Expectation-Maximization (EM) for supervised learning is proposed that provides
classification performance comparable to SVM classifiers. Unfortunately, like SVM,
PRBF also lacks explanation ability.

Recently, in [28, 38, 37] two general explanation methods IME and EXPLAIN have
evolved that are in principle independent of the prediction model and can be used with
all classification models that output probabilities. The model can be either transparent,
e.g., decision trees and rules, or a black box, e.g., SVM, ANN and classifier ensembles.
These explanation methods decompose the model’s predictions into individual contri-
butions of each attribute. Generated explanations closely follow the learned model and
enable its visualization for each instance separately. The methods work by contrast-
ing a model’s output with the output obtained using only a subset of features. This
demands either retraining of the model for several feature subsets which is computa-
tionally costly or using an approximation (e.g., averaging over all possible feature’s
values). The quality of this approximation is one of the topics of this work.

We present an efficient decomposition for PRBF, which allows exact explana-
tions thereby efficiently transforming PRBF into a white box non-linear classifier. We
demonstrate how explanation methods from [28, 38] can explain the PRBF model’s
decisions for new unlabeled cases and present a graphical description of the otherwise
opaque model. As a result, a highly effective classifier such as PRBF becomes trans-
parent and can explain its individual decisions as well as its general behavior.

To our knowledge there are only two methods which do not need approximations
in the explanation procedure: Naive Bayesian classifier (NB) and (P)RBF networks.
For the NB classifier it was shown in [28] that due to the independence assumption of
the classifier, the exact explanation method (omitting the attribute from the classifier)
is exactly equivalent to the approximation (averaging over all feature’s values). Since
approximation is possible but not needed for PRBF explanations, PRBF offers a unique
chance to evaluate the quality of the approximation procedure by comparing it to the
exact method.

The aim of the paper is threefold, first to present a specific exact solution needed for
PRBF explanation, second to demonstrate how a general explanation technique can be
applied to an opaque model to explain and visualize its decisions, and third, in contrast
to [27], to evaluate the approximation procedure used by the explanation methods.
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1.1 Related work
We first discuss some representative explanation methodologies specific to the neural
computing, while for a more complete review we refer the reader to [14]. Techniques
for extracting explicit (if-then) rules from black box models (such as ANN) are de-
scribed in [36, 7, 30, 33]. In [8] a black box model is approximated with a symbolic
model, such as decision tree, by sampling additional training instances from the model.
Extraction of fuzzy rules from trained ANNs using interval propagation is suggested
in [24], while an approach which can provably extract sound and non-monotonic rules
was presented in [9]. In [36] a search-based method has been proposed suitable for
ANNs with binary units only, while the application of the method proposed in [30]
requires discretization of the hidden unit activations and pruning of the ANN archi-
tecture. By extracting these models from trained ANNs the knowledge stored in the
ANN is represented in a symbolic form. To obtain the explanation of a prediction, one
simply has to read the corresponding rule in the extracted symbolic model (rules, trees,
...). Whether such explanation is comprehensive in the case of large trees or rule sets is
questionable. Framling [11] explains neural network behavior by using contextual im-
portance and utility of attributes which are defined as the range of changes of attribute
and class values. Importance and utility can be efficiently computed only in a special
INKA network. In contrast, IME and EXPLAIN methods described here are based on
marginalization and can be efficiently computed for any probabilistic classifier.

The works summarized next are not aimed directly at neural network models but
are relevant to our discussion as they aim to provide explanation and visualization prin-
ciples and applications to specific methods. Some less complex non-symbolic models
enable the explanation of their decisions in the form of weights associated with each at-
tribute. A weight can be interpreted as the proportion of the information contributed by
the corresponding attribute value to the final prediction. Such explanations can be eas-
ily visualized. For logistic regression a well known approach is to use nomograms, first
proposed in [20]. In [15] nomograms were developed for SVM, but they work only for
a restricted class of kernels and cannot be used for general non-linear kernels. SVMs
can also be visualized using projections into lower dimensional subspaces [4, 25] or us-
ing self-organizing maps from unsupervised learning [13]. These methods concentrate
on visualization of the separating hyperplane and decision surface and do not provide
explanations for individual decisions. The Naive Bayesian classifier is able to explain
its decisions as the sum of information gains [17]. A straightforward visualization of
NB was used in [2] while in [23] nomograms were developed for visualization of NB
decisions. In [28] the NB list of information gains was generalized to a list of attribute
weights for any prediction model.

Madigan [21] consider the case of belief networks and use each (binary or multi-
valued discrete) attribute as a node in the graph. By computing “evidence flows” in the
network it is possible to explain its decisions. This approach is not general and cannot
be applied to PRBF because for it the whole input vector (containing all attributes)
is considered a single variable that is assumed to be sampled from multivariate Gaus-
sian distributions. Also PRBF assumes continuous attributes as inputs. The negation
of continuous attributes is meaningless, but would be needed to compute weights of
evidence as defined by [21].
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In ExplainD framework [26] weights of evidence and visualizations similar to EX-
PLAIN are used, but the explanation approach is limited to (linear) additive models,
while EXPLAIN can be used for all probabilistic models. As PRBF is not linear in
the space of features, but rather in the space of Gaussian components, where each
component presents multivariate Gaussian kernel, it cannot be visualized by ExplainD.
Additionally, EXPLAIN is not restricted to the weight of evidence, but can use also
other interpretations of difference of probabilities (e.g., information difference).

In the context of feature subset selection, attributes are evaluated in [18] as the
difference between the correct and perturbed output, which is similar to EXPLAIN
approach to the model level explanation [28]. Lemaire [19] has extended their approach
to instance level explanations and applied it to a customer relationship management
system in telecommunications industry. The marginalization of PRBF presented here,
which allows to omit output perturbations would benefit also the approach of Lemaire.
However both EXPLAIN and the method of Lamaire are limited as they cannot detect
disjunctive concepts and redundancies in the model. These deficiencies are ameliorated
in the method IME which is described in Section 2.2.

Finally, similar to most other explanation methods, presented explanations are re-
lated to statistical sensitivity analysis and uncertainty analysis [29]. In that method-
ology sensitivity of models is analyzed with respect to models’ input which is what
we call model level explanation. Presented visualization of averaged explanations can
therefore be viewed as a form of sensitivity analysis.

1.2 Taxonomy
Andrews et al. [1] introduced a taxonomy and the criteria for evaluation of rule extrac-
tion methods from ANN. Our approach for PRBF via EXPLAIN and IME is graphical,
does not produce rules, and is oriented towards explaining effects for individual learn-
ing instances. It is therefore not directly comparable, but some aspects of the taxonomy
are relevant to it, so we put it into perspective. According to [1, 14] the explanation
techniques for neural networks can be classified according to:

1. expressive power describing the language of extracted knowledge: propositional
logic (i.e.. if-then rules), nonconventional logic (e.g., fuzzy logic), first-order
logic, and finite state machines (deterministic, nondeterministic, stochastic, e.g.,
Moore and Mealy types).

2. translucency describing the degree to which an explanation method looks inside
the ANN: decompositional (combining rules for individual neurons), pedagogi-
cal (treating ANN as a black box), and eclectic methods (combining both com-
positional and pedagogical types),

3. portability describes how well the technique covers the set of available ANN
architectures,

4. quality of the extracted rules, which can be further split into several criteria:
accuracy (generalization ability), fidelity (how well the rule reflects behavior of
ANN), consistency (similarity of behavior for different ANN trained on the same
task), and comprehensibility (readability and size of the rules).
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5. algorithmic complexity.

By imbedding EXPLAIN and IME into the taxonomy above, we can classify them
as follows:

1. Expressive power: extracted explanations are in the form of contributions of
individual attributes (and for IME also their combinations), which speak in fa-
vor/against the given class; these contributions can be seen as a limited form of
propositional logic.

2. Translucency: both methods are pedagogical (the model is treated as a black-
box, only the causal relationship between input and output is considered).

3. Portability: the approaches are general and applicable to arbitrary ANN architec-
ture (nevertheless, the contribution of this paper is based on the specific property
of PRBF networks, i.e., marginalization of Gaussians, see Sect. 3.1).

4. Quality of extracted knowledge: while accuracy and consistency are not an ap-
propriate criteria as they apply only to rule based methods, the produced ex-
planations are fidel to the learned model [28]. Concerning comprehensibility
EXPLAIN and IME can be considered very good due to their simplicity and
graphical visualization.

5. Algorithmic complexity: the marginalization of PRBF with Eqs. (16) and (18)
can be efficiently computed by masking or selecting appropriate elements from
vector µ and matrix Σ. The generation of explanations does not affect the learn-
ing phase for PRBF. If a is a number of attributes, than for a single instance and
for a particular model we need O(a) classifications for EXPLAIN (one for each
attribute). For IME we need 2a classifications with a model using all subsets of
features, but a sampling methods reduces this to O(a) classifications. In practice,
the time required to generate individual explanations is negligible for EXPLAIN,
and reasonable for IME.

1.3 Notation and Organization
Throughout the paper we use the notation where each of the n learning instances is rep-
resented by an ordered pair (x,y); each attribute vector x consists of individual values
of attributes Ai, i = 1, ...,a (a is the number of attributes), and is labeled with y repre-
senting one of the discrete class values y j, j = 1, ...,c (c is the number of class values).
We write p(y j) for the probability of the class value y j.

In Sect. 2 we present the explanation principle of [28] and [38]. In Sect. 3 we
describe PRBF and the marginalization property of the Gaussian distribution which
is exploited for explanation. In Section 4 we demonstrate instance and model based
explanation with PRBF. In Section 5 we compare approximate and exact explanations
generated for PRBF models. Section 6 summarizes the contributions of the paper and
provides some directions for further work.
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2 Explanation Methods
Following [28] we identify two levels of explanation: the domain level and the model
level. The domain level tries to find the true causal relationship between the dependent
and independent variables. Typically this level is unreachable unless we are dealing
with artificial domains where all the relations as well as the probability distributions
are known in advance. The model level explanation aim is to make transparent the
prediction process of a particular model. The prediction accuracy and the correctness
of explanation at the model level are orthogonal: the correctness of the explanation
is independent of the correctness of the prediction. However, empirical observations
show that better models (with higher prediction accuracy) enable better explanation at
the domain level [38].

In this paper we use the following terminology:

• instance explanation: explanation of a classification of a single instance with
given model i.e., at the model level,

• model explanation: average of explanations over many training instances at the
model level, which provide more general explanations of features and their val-
ues. This averaging over many instances enables identification of different roles
attributes may play in the classifications of instances. To avoid loss of informa-
tion due to averaging in our visualization we collect evidence for and against
each class separately. In this way we can, for example see that a particular value
of an attribute may support specific class but it may not always be so.

• domain explanation: by definition this level is unreachable, however, if the ac-
curacy of the model is high, it should be quite similar to the model explanation.

We present two general explanation methods which are based on decomposition
of a model’s predictions into contributions of each attribute. Both methods work by
explaining decisions of the model in classifying individual instances. To get a broader
picture both methods combine the individual explanations and thereby provide a better
view of the model and problem. We first present the simpler of the two [28] (called
EXPLAIN), which computes the influence of the feature value by observing its impact
on the model’s output. The EXPLAIN assumes that the larger the changes in the out-
put, the more important role the feature value plays is in the model. The shortcomings
of this approach is that it takes into account only a single feature at time, therefore it
cannot detect certain higher order dependencies (in particular disjunctions) and redun-
dancies in the model. The method which solves this problem is called IME [38] and is
presented in the second subsection.

2.1 Method EXPLAIN
The idea of the explanations proposed in [28] is to observe the relationship between the
features and the predicted value by monitoring the effect on classification caused by the
lack of knowledge of a feature’s value. To monitor the effect the attributes’ values have
on the prediction of an instance, the EXPLAIN method decomposes the prediction
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into individual attributes’ values and define the model’s probability p(y|x\Ai), as the
model’s probability of class y for instance x without the knowledge of event Ai = ak
(marginal prediction), where ak is the value of Ai for observed instance x. The compar-
ison of the values p(y|x) and p(y|x\Ai) provides insight into the importance of event
Ai = ak. If the difference between p(y|x) and p(y|x\Ai) is large, the event Ai = ak plays
an important role in the model; if this difference is small, the influence of Ai = ak in
the model is minor.

For the evaluation of the prediction difference there are several options: information
difference, the weight of evidence (or equivalently log-odds ratio or Kullback-Leibler
divergence) [31, 12, 6], or using difference of probabilities directly.

probDiffi(y|x) = p(y|x)− p(y|x\Ai) (1)

Due to its favorable properties the weight of evidence is an appropriate way how to
evaluate the prediction difference, so we assume its use in this work. The odds of event
z is defined as the ratio of the probability of event z and its negation: odds(z) = p(z)

p(z) =
p(z)

1−p(z) . The weight of evidence of attribute Ai for class value y is defined as the log
odds of the class value y with the knowledge about the value of Ai and without it:

WEi(y|x) = log2(odds(y|x))− log2(odds(y|x\Ai)) [bit] (2)

By restricting the reasoning to the model, the explanations are provided also for
multi-attribute dependencies (interactions), where each of the dependent attributes Ai
affects the prediction and so also the score probDiffi(y|x), therefore the explanations
for all Ai are nonzero. In this way the generated explanations not only provide in-
formation about simple one-attribute-at-a-time dependencies but also about complex
multi-attribute dependencies, as long they are expressed in a given model.

A weakness of this methodology is that it is not able to correctly evaluate the
utility of attributes’ values in instances where the change in more than one attribute
value at once is needed to affect the predicted value (disjunctions). For example,
in the model expressing C = A1 ∨ A2, for instance x = (A1 = 1, A2 = 1) the prob-
ability of class value 1 is p(C = 1|x) = 1. Decompositions on any single attribute
would make no difference in probability p(C = 1|x\A1) = p(C = 1|x\A2) = 1 and
probDiff1(C = 0|x) = probDiff2(C = 0|x) = 0, and therefore both A1 and A2 are incor-
rectly considered irrelevant for classification of this instance. However, for this model
other combinations of values for A1 and A2 are explained correctly. This problem is
overcome with IME method described below, which takes into account interactions of
attributes.

To get the explanation factors an evaluation of (2) is needed. To compute fac-
tor p(y|x) one just classifies the instance x with the model. To compute the factors
p(y|x\Ai) the simplest, but not always the best option is to replace the value of at-
tribute Ai with a special unknown value (NA, don’t know, don’t care, etc.) which does
not contain any information about Ai. This method is appropriate only for modeling
techniques which handle unknown values naturally (e.g., the Naive Bayesian classifier
just omits the attribute with unknown value from the computation). For other models
we have to bear in mind that while this approach is simple and seemingly correct, each
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method has its own internal mechanism for handling unknown values. The techniques
for handling unknown values are very different: from replacement with the most fre-
quent value for nominal attributes and with median for numerical attributes to complex
model-based imputations. To avoid the model dependent treatment of unknown values,
a technique is suggested in [28] that simulates the lack of information about Ai with
several predictions. For nominal attributes the actual value Ai = ak is replaced with all
possible mi values of Ai, and each prediction is weighted by the prior probability of the
value resulting in the following equation

p(y|x\Ai) =
mi

∑
s=1

p(Ai = as|x\Ai)p(y|x← Ai = as) (3)

which can be approximated as

p(y|x\Ai)
.
=

mi

∑
s=1

p(Ai = as)p(y|x← Ai = as) (4)

The term p(y|x← Ai = as) represents the probability for y when in x the value of Ai is
replaced with as. The simplification is used for the prior probability p(Ai = as) which
implies that (4) is only an approximation.

For numerical attributes the procedure is similar. A discretization splits the val-
ues of Ai into sub-intervals. The middle points of these sub-intervals are taken as the
representative replacement values in (4) for which predictions p(y|x← Ai = as) are
computed. Instead of prior probabilities of single values p(Ai = as), the probabilities
of the sub-intervals are used for weighting the predictions.

The generation of explanations does not affect the learning phase; for a single in-
stance and for a particular model we need O(a) predictions (at least one prediction for
each attribute).

In Sect. 3 we show that in the case of PRBF networks, the approximation (4) is
not needed and the lack of information about attribute values can be handled in a way
which is computationally efficient (does not require relearning of the model or several
predictions) and sound (we get exactly the same results as by learning without the
knowledge of the given attribute).

Next we present a method which takes into account interactions between attributes.

2.2 Method IME
The main shortcoming of EXPLAIN method described above is that it observes only a
change of a single feature at a time and therefore cannot detect disjunctive or redundant
concepts expressed in a model. The solution to this is the method IME (Interactions-
based Method for Explanation) proposed in [38] where all attribute interactions are
scanned and the difference in predictions caused by each interaction is assigned to
attributes taking part in each interaction. Such a procedure demands the generation of
2a attribute subsets and is therefore limited to data sets with a relatively low number of
features. Fortunately, this problem can be viewed from the point of coalitional game
theory [37]. Within this framework the contributions assigned to individual feature
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values by IME method correspond to the Shapley value [32] and are therefore fair
according to all interactions in which they are taking part. Furthermore a sampling
approximation algorithm is presented in [37] which drops the requirement for all 2a

subsets. Experiments have shown that the improved method is practically usable for
data sets with up to 100 attributes.

Formally, for a given instance x the IME method introduces the notion of the pre-
diction using the set of all features {1,2, ...a}, the prediction using only a subset of
features Q, and the prediction using the empty set of features {}. Let these predic-
tions be h(x{1,2,...a}), h(xQ), and h(x{}), respectively. Since an instance x is fixed in
explanation, for readability sake we omit it from expressions below, but remain aware
that the dependence exists. The basis for explanation is therefore ∆Q, the difference in
predictions using the subset of features Q and the empty set

∆Q = h(xQ)−h(x{}). (5)

This difference in prediction is a result of an influence individual features may have,
as well as the influence of any feature interactions IQ. The interaction contribution for
the subset Q is defined recursively as IQ = ∆Q −∑W⊂Q IW where I{} = 0. This
definition takes into account that due to interactions of the features in the set Q the
prediction may be different from prediction using any proper subset of Q.

The contribution πi of the ith feature in classification of instance x is therefore
defined as the sum of contributions of all relevant interactions

πi = ∑
Q⊆{1,2,...,a}∧i∈Q

IQ

|Q|
(6)

where |Q| is the power of the subset Q. Equivalently, we can express this sum only
with the differences in predictions [38].

πi = ∑
Q⊆{1,2,...,a}−{i}

1

a
( a−1

a−|Q|−1

) (∆Q∪{i}−∆Q) (7)

Viewed from the point of coalitional game theory, Eq. (7) corresponds to the Shap-
ley value for the coalitional game of a players with ∆ as the characteristic function. For
larger a, the computation of Eq. (7) becomes infeasible, so an alternative formulation
is used:

πi =
1
a! ∑

O∈π(a)

(
∆Prei(O ∪{i})−∆Prei(O)

)
=

=
1
a! ∑

O∈π(a)

(
h(xPrei(O)∪{i})−h(xPrei(O))

)
,

(8)

where R(a) is the set of all permutations of a elements and Prei(O) is the set of all
input variables which precede the i-th variable in permutation O ∈ R(a).

The conditional expectations in Eq. (8) are difficult to compute for an arbitrary
model, so in [37] an additional step is taken to simplify the approximation. However,
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because we can easily compute the conditional predictions h(xC) for the PRBF model,
we can use the following unbiased estimator:

π̂i =
1
m

m

∑
j=1

(
h(xPrei(O|)∪{i})−h(xPrei(O|)

)
)
, (9)

where O∞, ...,O⇕ is a sequence of permutations randomly drawn from R(a).
The number of samples needed to achieve a certain degree of confidence about the

approximation error of an attribute’s contribution is proportionate to the variance of the
estimator in Eq.(9). In Section 5.2 we show that the variance of the terms in Eq.(9) is
lower than the variance of the terms in the originally proposed estimator, which makes
the computation of the explanation for the PRBF classifier more efficient.

3 Probabilistic RBF Networks
Consider a classification problem with c classes yk (k = 1, . . . ,c) and input instances
x = (A1, . . . ,Aa). For this problem, the corresponding PRBF classifier has a inputs and
c outputs, one for each class. Each output provides and estimate of the probability
density p(x|yk) of the corresponding class yk.

Assume that we have M components (hidden units), each one computing a proba-
bility density value f j(x) of the input x. In the PRBF network all component density
functions f j(x) are utilized for estimating the conditional densities of all classes by
considering the components as a common pool [34]. Thus, for each class a conditional
density function p(x|yk) is modeled as a mixture model of the form:

p(x|yk) =
M

∑
j=1

π jk f j(x), k = 1, . . . ,c, (10)

where the mixing coefficients π jk are probability vectors; they take positive values and
satisfy the following constraint:

M

∑
j=1

π jk = 1, k = 1, . . . ,c. (11)

Once the outputs p(x|yk) have been computed, the class of data point x is determined
using the Bayes rule, i.e. x is assigned to the class with maximum posterior p(yk|x)
computed by

p(yk|x) =
p(x|yk)Pk

∑c
ℓ=1 p(x|yℓ)Pℓ

(12)

The class priors Pk are usually computed as the percentage of training instances be-
longing to class yk.

In the following, we assume the Gaussian component densities of the general form:

f j(x) =
1

(2π)a/2|Σ j|1/2 exp
{
−1

2
(x−µ j)

T Σ−1
j (x−µ j)

}
(13)
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where µ j ∈ ℜa represents the mean of component j, while Σ j represents the corre-
sponding a×a covariance matrix. The whole adjustable parameter vector of the model
consists of the mixing coefficients π jk and the component parameters (means µ j and
covariances Σ j).

It is apparent that the PRBF model is a special case of the RBF network, where the
outputs correspond to probability density functions and the output layer weights are
constrained to represent the prior probabilities π jk. Furthermore, the separate mixtures
model [22] can be derived as a special case of PRBF by setting π jk = 0 for all classes
k, except for the class that the component j belongs to. Training of the PRBF network
is simple and efficient using the EM algorithm for likelihood maximization [34, 5].

3.1 Marginalization of PRBF
A notable convenient characteristic of the Gaussian distribution is the marginalization
property: if the joint distribution of a set of random variables S = {A1, . . . ,Aa} is
Gaussian with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ, then for any subset A of these vari-
ables, the joint distribution of the subset Q = S−A of the remaining variables is also a
Gaussian. The mean µ\A of this Gaussian is obtained by removing from µ the compo-
nents corresponding to the variables in subset A and covariance matrix Σ\A is obtained
by removing the rows and columns of Σ corresponding to the variables in subset A.
Therefore, if we know the mean and covariance of the joint distribution of a set of
variables, we can immediately obtain the distribution of any subset of these variables.

For an input x = (A1 = v1, . . . ,Aa = va) each output p(x|yk), k = 1, . . . ,c of the
PRBF is computed as a mixture of Gaussians:

p(x|yk) =
M

∑
j=1

π jkN(x; µ j,Σ j) (14)

Consequently, based on the marginalization property of the Gaussian distribution, it is
straightforward to analytically compute p(x\{A}|yk) obtained by excluding subset A
of the attributes:

p(x\{A}|yk) =
M

∑
j=1

π jkN(x\{A}; µ j\{A},Σ j\{A}) (15)

where µ j\A and Σ j\{A} are obtained by removing the corresponding elements from µ j
and Σ j. Then we can directly obtain p(yk|x\{A}) as

p(yk|x\{A}) =
p(x\{A}|yk)Pk

∑c
ℓ=1 p(x\{A}|yℓ)Pℓ

(16)

and use it as a replacement for (3) and (4) in EXPLAIN method.
We use the same property in IME method and for a subset of features Q we get

h(xQ|yk) =
M

∑
j=1

π jkN(xQ; µ jQ,Σ jQ) (17)
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where µ jQ and Σ jQ are obtained by retaining only the elements from Q in µ j and Σ j.
We obtain h(yk|xQ) as

h(yk|xQ) =
h(xQ|yk)Pk

∑c
ℓ=1 h(xQ|yℓ)Pℓ

(18)

and use it in (5) and (7).
As a consequence, with PRBF models EXPLAIN and IME explanation becomes

much more efficient and exact as no approximation of the conditional predictions is
needed. Classification with a subset of features requires only a mask which selects
appropriate elements from µ and appropriate rows and columns from Σ matrix.

4 Instance Level and Model Level Explanation of PRBF
To show the practical utility of the proposed marginalization we demonstrate it by a
visualization on a well-known Titanic data set. As there are no strong interactions in
this data set we use EXPLAIN method. IME method produces similar graphs, and its
details can be seen in [38].

The learning task is to predict the survival of a passenger in the disaster of the Ti-
tanic ship. The three attributes report the passenger’s status during travel (first, second,
or third class, or crew), age (adult or child), and gender of the passenger. Left-hand
graph in Fig. 1 shows an example of an explanation for the decision of the PRBF
network for an instance concerning a first class adult male passenger.
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Figure 1: Instance explanation (left-hand side) for one of the instances in the Titanic
data set classified with PRBF model. The explanation of PRBF model as a whole is
presented on right-hand side.

The weight of evidence is shown on the horizontal axis. The vertical axis contains
names of the attributes on the left-hand side and their values for the chosen instance
on the right-hand side. The probability p(y|x) for class ”survived=yes” returned by
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the PRBF model for the given instance x is reported on the top (0.26). The lengths
of the thicker bars correspond to the influences of the given attribute values in the
model, expressed by (2) and using (16). The positive weight of evidence is given on
the right-hand side and the negative one is on the left-hand side. Thinner bars above the
explanation bars indicate the average value of the weight of evidence over all training
instances for the corresponding attribute value. For the given instance we observe that
“sex = male” speaks strongly against the survival and “status=first class” is favorable
for survival, while being adult has no influence. The exact probabilities of p(yk|x\A)
caused by the decomposition (16) are 0.73 for “sex = male”, 0.19 for “status=first
class”, and 0.26 for “age=adult”. Thinner average bars mostly agree with the effects
expressed for the particular instance (being male is on average less dangerous than in
the selected case, and being in the first class is even more beneficial).

While in our simple example we present all the attributes, for domains with many
attributes a threshold parameter can select only attributes with sufficient impact for
presentation. In some application domains (for example in medicine) experts interpret
similar graphs as points in favor/against the decision and expect that the total sum of
points will be 1 (or 100), which is also possibility with our approach.

To get a more general view of the model we can use explanations for the training
data and visualize them in a summary form, which shows average importance of each
feature and its values. An example of such visualization for Titanic data set is presented
in right-hand graph of Fig. 1.

On the left-hand side on the vertical axis, all the attributes and their values are listed
(attributes and its values are separated by dashed lines). For each of them the average
negative and the average positive weights of evidence are presented with the horizontal
bar. For each attribute (a darker shade) the average positive and negative influences of
its values are given. For Titanic problem status and sex have approximately the same
effect, and age plays less important role in PRBF model. Particular values give more
precise picture: first and second class is perceived as undoubtedly advantageous, being
a child or female has greater positive than negative effect, traveling in third class or
being male is considered as a disadvantage, while a status of crew or being adult plays
only a minor negative role.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show two instance level explanations computed using IME
method (for description of data sets used see Section 5). The visualization and its
interpretation are the same as those for Fig. 1, but without the bars that indicate the
average contribution of the feature. For example, Fig. 2(a) shows how the first three
important attributes, whose values are 1, contribute towards the class value 1, while the
most important attribute is 0 and strongly contributes against class value 1. The latter
attribute is the main contributor towards the models’ prediction of 0.33 probability of
the class value being 1. In this case, the classification is correct, because the actual
class value was indeed 0.

The advantage of the IME method is that it takes into account the interactions be-
tween attributes when computing their contribution. For example, the instance from
the sphere data set (see Fig. 2(b)) is a good example of attribute value redundancy.
All three important coordinates are far enough from the center of the sphere so that
knowing just two of them would be sufficient to predict that the point lies outside the
sphere. Therefore, when using a one-attribute-at-a-time EXPLAIN approach, all three
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(a) condInd data set (b) sphere data set

Figure 2: Two instance level explanations for the PRBF classifier using the IME
method.

important attributes would be marked as unimportant (that is, they would get a zero
contribution), which is incorrect and misleading. On the other hand, IME method cap-
tures the interactions and correctly assigns a non-zero contribution to each important
attribute.

5 Quality of Approximation
Methods EXPLAIN and IME can explain PRBF classifications using approximation
with (4) or with the exact marginalized solution given by (16) and (18). These two
possibilities allow us to test the quality of the approximation.

To make results comparable with previous work we use the following measure for
closeness of explanations. Let a distance between two explanations (e and f ) for an
instance x be an average distance over all the attributes:

de, f (x) =
1
a

 a

∑
i=1

(
1
2
(

ei(x)
∑a

j=1 |ei(x)|
− fi(x)

∑a
j=1 | fi(x)|

)

)2
 1

2

(19)

Here ei(x) and fi(x) represent the explanations (i.e., the contributions) of the attribute
Ai for the prediction of the instance x. For attribute Ai the ei(x) and fi(x) can be either
positive (if the attribute’s value supports the selected class) or negative (if the attribute’s
value supports some other class). In the computation of the average explanation dis-
tance over all the instances, we want all instance explanations to be equally represented,
therefore the absolute values of the model’s explanations are normalized to 1 for each
instance: we divide the ei(x) and fi(x) with the sum of their respective absolute values,
and multiply them by 1

2 (the explanations are thereafter normalized to [0,1]).
Let de, f be an average of (19) over all testing instances

de, f =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

de, f (xi). (20)
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The de, f is an indicator of how close are the model’s explanations for two explanation
techniques.

Following [28] and [38] we use the following artificial data sets.

condInd The class value is a boolean variable with 50% probability of 1. The four
important conditionally independent attributes have the same value as class in 90,
80, 70 and 60% of the cases, respectively. There are also 4 attributes unrelated
to the class (random) in this data set.

xor The data set consists of three important attributes describing a parity problem of
order 3. We added noise to the class value by reverting it in 10% of the cases.
There are also 3 attributes unrelated to the class.

groups Two important attributes I1 and I2 define three class values scattered around
group centers. Two attributes are unrelated to the class.

cross This problem has two important attributes I1 and I2 defining a cross like distri-
bution of values with separated class values. There are also 4 attributes unrelated
to the class.

chess Two important attributes define a 4x4 chessboard with class values being the
color (black or white). Two attributes are unrelated to the class.

sphere The data can be described as a sphere inscribed into the unit cube. The points
within the sphere belong to one class and the remaining points to the other. The
three important attributes correspond to three dimensions. There are two addi-
tional irrelevant attributes.

For all data sets we generated 1000 training instances and another 1000 to test
explanation methods.

5.1 Method EXPLAIN
Method EXPLAIN assigns contributions to individual attributes based on their effect on
classification. For PRBF the contributions can be computed with the marginalization
(16) or with the approximation given by (4). The explanations using marginalization
(16) are denoted emarg in the results below. We measure the quality of approximation
by comparing exact explanations (16) with approximations (4), namely we compute
the average distance between the explanations (20). Note that for (4) numerical at-
tributes have to be discretized and the discretization technique used also affects the
quality of explanations. For the artificial data sets defined above the optimal discretiza-
tion bounds for all the numerical attributes are known. The explanations using this
optimal discretization are labeled with do. We tried also several well-known discretiza-
tion techniques, but since they consider only class dependencies of single attributes,
they are not appropriate for data sets where class is conditionally dependent on several
attributes. Some discretization techniques returned no intervals (for example [10]), and
others returned hundred of intervals (for example [16]). To observe the effect of dis-
cretization we therefore decided to use simple equal-width discretization, but increased
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the number of intervals beyond the known optimal number by 2 or 10. We label the
explanations using these discretizations do+2 and do+10, respectively.

In [28] the “true explanations” for the above data sets and method EXPLAIN were
suggested based on the known properties of the distributions and the optimal mod-
els. For example, in chess the two important attributes with coordinate values equally
contribute to the determination of the class value, so for the selected class their true
explanations is 0.5 (-0.5 for the opposite class), and for irrelevant attributes it is 0.
The true explanations for the data set sphere were not defined. The average distances
between different explanations are collected in Table 1.

Table 1: The classification accuracy and average distance between different explana-
tions with EXPLAIN method. For sphere data set the “true explanation” is not defined.
Attributes in condInd and xor data sets are already discrete, so the ∼ sign indicates no
change from ideal discretization.

distance to “true explanation” distance to emarg
data set ca% emarg do do+2 do+10 do do+2 do+10
condInd 89 0.07 0.07 ∼ ∼ 0.01 ∼ ∼
groups 99 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.11
xor 90 0.12 0.12 ∼ ∼ 0.07 ∼ ∼
cross 98 0.13 0.13 0.25 0.15 0.01 0.02 0.11
chess 54 0.19 0.11 0.50 0.19 0.10 0.39 0.10
sphere 84 - - - - 0.01 0.01 0.01

The left-hand side of the table shows the average difference of given explanations
to the “true explanation”. Comparison between the exact method (column emarg) and
approximation with ideal discretization (column do) shows that there is practically no
difference in the quality of explanation. Lower difference for do in chess is surprising
only at first sight as the model in this data set is practically unusable (54% classifica-
tion accuracy in balanced two class problem), which means that the explanations are
unreliable as observed also by [28]. Using imperfect discretizations (columns do+2 and
do+10) increases the distance to “true explanation”, but the difference is small.

The right-hand side of the Table 1 presents the differences between exact explana-
tion and approximations. The differences are small, but larger for imperfect discretiza-
tions. For chess where the learned model is unreliable the differences are larger and
vary more.

The conclusion based on both sides of Table 1 is optimistic for EXPLAIN method.
The differences between approximation and exact method are very small, indicating
that classification models for which no exact explanations exist will still get reliable
explanations using the approximation.

5.2 Method IME
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the number of samples needed to compute the IME con-
tribution for an attribute to a certain degree of accuracy is proportionate to the variance
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of the estimator. Therefore, the total number of samples to compute the contribution of
all a attributes for an instance is proportionate to the mean variance across all attributes.

We compared the original algorithm and the improvement using the marginalization
property by training the PRBF and estimating the mean variance within a test instance
across several test instances. We used 1000 samples per feature across 50 instances
for each data set for a total of 50×1000×a samples for each data set, where a is the
number of features. For comparison, we also included the Naive Bayes classifier, for
which the marginalization property also holds [28].

Table 2: Mean variance of the original algorithm σ2 and the proposed marginalization-
based improvement σ2

marg.
PRBF Naive Bayes

data set ca% σ2 σ2
marg ca% σ2 σ2

marg
condInd 89 2.67 ·10−2 8.66 ·10−3 91 3.22 ·10−2 3.52 ·10−3

groups 99 1.91 ·10−1 4.16 ·10−2 32 5.91 ·10−5 2.71 ·10−9

xor 90 1.59 ·10−1 5.41 ·10−2 50 3.76 ·10−4 3.52 ·10−9

cross 98 6.95 ·10−2 1.41 ·10−2 53 2.35 ·10−3 1.19 ·10−7

chess 54 2.26 ·10−1 7.73 ·10−2 49 3.11 ·10−4 5.34 ·10−10

sphere 84 1.00 ·10−2 1.01 ·10−3 92 1.09 ·10−2 1.92 ·10−5

Table 2 shows that the proposed improvement consistently has a lower variance
across all data sets and both models and therefore improves the efficiency of the expla-
nation computation for both models. The absolute improvement is, on average, larger
for the more complex PRBF model. It is also larger for data sets where the models
learn the underlying concepts, because the model’s predictions have a higher variance.
For example, for the sphere and condInd data sets both models have a similar accuracy
and subsequently similar mean variance and absolute improvement. On the other hand,
when the model learns little, the variance is low and so is the absolute improvement in
variance. For example, one can observe this with the Naive Bayes model on all data
sets except the previously mentioned sphere and condInd data sets.

6 Conclusions
We presented the decomposition of PRBF classifier which exploits the marginalization
property of the Gaussian distribution and applied this decomposition inside two general
methods for explaining predictions for individual instances. We demonstrated how
one can explain and visualize the classifications of otherwise opaque PRBF model.
Explanations of the training instances can capture the impact of all the attributes and
their values at the model level.

The explanation methods EXPLAIN and IME exhibit the following properties:

• Model dependency: the decision process is taking place inside the model, so if
the model is wrong for a given problem, explanation will reflect that and will be
correct for the model, therefore wrong for the problem.
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• Instance dependency: different instances are predicted differently, so the expla-
nations will also be different.

• Class dependency: explanations for different classes are different, different at-
tributes may have different influence on different classes (for two-class problems,
the effect is complementary).

• Capability to detect strong conditional dependencies: if the model captures strong
conditional dependency the explanations will also reflect that.

• EXPLAIN method is unable to detect and correctly evaluate the utility of at-
tributes’ values in instances where the change in more than one attribute value
at once is needed to affect the predicted value. IME method samples the space
of feature interactions and therefore avoids this problem. In PRBF it is straight-
forward and at no extra cost to marginalize any number of features, which is a
useful property for sampling subsets of features.

• Visualization ability: the generated explanations can be graphically presented
in terms of the positive/negative effect each attribute and its values have on the
selected class.

We compared the distance between PRBF explanations using decomposition, which
is an exact method, and averaging over all possible feature values (an approximation).
The results show that the differences are small which is an indication that for other
learning algorithms without exact methods, the approximation gives reliable explana-
tions.

The presented explanation methodology has been successfully used in medical ap-
plication [38]. In future work we plan to include also PRBF and use the feedback
provided by the experts to further improve the visualization tool. Within this tool we
want to control a reliability of classifications and warn a user if a whole model or a
single classification is not reliable enough to allow explanations.
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